by Cindy Steele

Dragonflies!
Welcome back to Puddles’ Craft
Corner! You've heard of dragonflies
and maybe even seen one or two,
but what are they exactly? Are they
mythical dragons? No! Are they
flies? No! So…what are
dragonflies?
If you’ve ever been around water in
the summer, then there’s a pretty
good chance that you’ve seen a
dragonfly. These bugs can be big or
small, and almost any color you can
think of like red, pink, gold, or even
purple! Even though they can be
lots of different colors, they can
have lots of things in common, even
if they look very different from one another. For example, dragonflies aren’t really
dragons at all! They are super strong and super-fast, but they won’t hurt you.
Even though their long bodies look like a stinger, dragonflies don’t sting.
Dragonflies are insects just like bees, ants, and ladybugs.

What Are Dragonflies?
Dragonflies are flying insects. They
got their name because they look
like small, winged dragons, with big
eyes and monstrous jaws. They
have long thin bodies and two pairs
of wings. Their bodies can be many
different colors. Dragonflies have
two pairs of see-through wings, huge
eyes, and long bodies. Dragonflies live near lakes, streams, and ponds throughout
most of the world. There are about 2,500 species, or types, of dragonflies.
Dragonflies are actually ancient insects.
Some types of dragonflies have been around
for a very long time. Do you want to know
how long? They’ve been flying around our
Earth for over 300 million years. But they
were much larger at that time. It’s estimated
that one extinct species called the
Meganeura Monyi had a 30-inch wingspan!
This is What a Meganeura Monyi
Would Have Looked Like

The largest dragonfly in the world today lives in Australia and the scientific name is
Petalura Ingentissima, but it is called the Giant Petaltail. It’s wingspan is a little
over 6 inches!

Giant Petaltail Dragonfly

What Do Dragonflies Look Like?

Compound Eyes

Dragonfly Jaws

Dragonflies have three main parts, the head, the thorax, and the abdomen. The
head includes the eyes, mouth, and antennae. Dragonflies use their two huge
compound eyes and antennae to locate prey. These ferocious aerobatic hunters
are renowned for their enormous compound eyes, which give them the optical
precision necessary to seize prey in mid-air over open water. When they catch their
prey, they use the sharp jaws inside their mouths to grind food.

Dragonfly Catching Prey in Mid Air

The large thorax is filled with muscles used to power the wings. Attached to the
thorax are six long legs and two pairs of see-through wings. Dragonflies use their
legs for perching and catching food.
There are over 5,000 types of beautiful, brightly colored dragonflies in the world. No
matter what color they are, all dragonflies are amazing fliers. The unique wing
movements of dragonflies allow them to hover, fly forward or backward, and turn
sharply at high or low speeds. Dragonflies depend on their flying abilities to catch
food mid-air and to escape predators.

Legs

Wings

The dragonfly’s abdomen is long,
narrow, and often brightly colored. It
holds the heart, breathing system, and
digestive parts.

Abdomen

Diagram of a Dragonfly

What is the Life Cycle of the Dragonfly?
Would you believe that such wonderful fliers begin their lives in the water?
Dragonflies go through incomplete metamorphosis, or a transformation that has
three stages: egg, nymph (or larva), and adult.
First, the female adult dragonfly lays
its eggs near the calm waters of a
pond, a swamp, or the backwater of a
river. The eggs may be laid on a
plant, in the mud, or on the water
itself. Female dragonflies will lay
hundreds of thousands of eggs! The
eggs usually hatch within a few days.
While the female lays her eggs, the
male dragonfly hovers nearby for
protection.

Female Dragonfly Laying Eggs

Next, the nymph crawls out of the egg and begins its journey in the water. This is
the longest part of the dragonfly life cycle. The nymph stage can take up to four
years to complete, a very long time for an insect. Nymphs eat mosquitoes, very
small fish, or other insects - even other nymphs! Dragonfly nymphs have gills
beneath the back part of their bodies which allow them to breathe and move
through water. The nymph draws water into its gills to get oxygen. When it expels
the water and air, the action pushes the nymph through the water. Nymphs grow
and molt, or shed their skin, about a dozen times during this stage. Once this stage
nears completion, the nymph will crawl out of the water onto a plant or rock.

A Dragonfly Nymph Underwater

Dragonfly metamorphosis is incomplete. This means that dragonflies do not have a
pupal stage. Instead, they transition straight from being a nymph to being an adult.
The final molt takes place above water and is triggered by day length and
temperature. As we approach summer, the days become longer and the
temperature goes up, this signals the nymph that it’s time to transition to an adult
dragonfly. It marks the transition from
dragonfly nymph into the adult dragonfly.
They have to molt their larval skin before
they are ready to fly.
Adult dragonflies usually only live for a
few months into adulthood, and during
this time their focus is on finding a
suitable mate and reproducing.

Dragonfly in Final Molt.
Dragonfly Emerging from the Nymph

It’s fun to go to a local pond or wetland area when dragonflies are active in warm
weather and search for shed exoskeletons along the shore and on the plants near
or sticking out of the water. If allowed, take a net and search for nymphs in the
water.

What’s So Special About the Wings of Dragonflies?
Nothing beats strolling out to a pond, stream, or lake and simply watching
dragonflies in action.
One of the first things you notice about dragonflies is their strong ability to fly. They
have four wings and can move the fore and hind wings independently. Their
amazing wings also allow them to fly in all directions…even backwards! In this
video clip linked below you can see a dragonfly’s amazing flight slowed down.
Click the picture below to go to the video.

Where Do Dragonflies Live?
Dragonflies live in most
parts of the world where
there is water, warm
weather, and plenty of
food. They can be found
on every continent except
Antarctica. They live
near streams, ponds,
rivers, lakes, and even
waterfalls. They can also
live in rainforests. They
stay near these wetland
habitats where they feast
on flying insects, mosquitoes, butterflies, other dragonflies, etc.

How Long Do Dragonflies Live?
Most dragonfly nymphs live in
the water for a few years while
they grow. When they mature
into adult dragonflies, they live
for only a few months. Adult
dragonflies are food for the birds
and frogs. These predators catch
the dragonflies when they are
laying eggs or when they are
molting.
As adults, flying dragonflies have life expectancies as short as a week. However,
lifespans can extend. In colder weather they’ll be shorter, but if conditions are warm
with no bad weather, dragonflies can live beyond a couple months and as long as
six months!
Dragonfly development takes significantly longer than their adult lives. Nymphs, in
their larval stage, typically spend a year or more before emergence. However,

some species of dragonflies (such as the golden-ringed dragonfly) can spend up to
5 years in their larval stage. That’s 10 times longer than the life expectancy of the
oldest flying adult!

What Do Dragonflies Eat?
Young dragonflies living underwater, called nymphs in the larval stage, eat larvae
of other insects, such as mosquitoes. As the nymphs grow bigger, they feed on
tadpoles and small fish.
Adult flying dragonflies will also eat any insect they can catch. While they usually
eat mosquitoes and midges, they’ll also eat butterflies, moths, bees, flies, and even
other dragonflies. Larger dragonflies will eat their own body weight in insect prey
every day!
They are extremely
agile and catch their
prey midair. Most
dragonflies fly an
average of 10 miles per
hour, but large species
can top out at 30 miles
per hour. They are able
to fly backwards, hover
in place, turn in tight
spots, and accelerate
instantly!
Dragonflies can create
a type of basket with
their legs to scoop up a bug and put it in their mouth without stopping. Other
dragonflies simply open their mouths to catch food as they fly.

What is a Damselfly?
Dragonflies are the large, showy insects seen around ponds and other bodies of
water. They have large eyes, which often take up most of their head. When they
land on a plant or other object, they hold their wings straight out.

Dragonfly with Wings Straight Out

Damselflies, on the other hand, are usually a bit smaller, more delicate looking.
They rest with their wings folded behind their backs.

Damselfly Resting with Wings Folded Up

Dragonflies and damselflies both are often bright colored, such as red, green, and
bright blue. Both are beautiful and are a joy to sit and watch. Many artists paint
and create all types of dragonflies and damselflies for art, jewelry, and sculpture!

Here’s A Simple Fun Science Activity Showing What It Looks Like to See
Things Like a Dragonfly with Compound Eyes!

Dragonfly’s
Compound Vision

Dragonfly’s
Compound Eyes

Lay out a bunch of straws. It works best with twenty or thirty. Cut them all into
four-inch pieces. Gather them together and place a rubber band around them.
Hold this up and look through to see what it’s like to see multiple images…just
like a dragonfly! This is a great way for kids to see through an insect's eyes!

Puddles, the Blue Goose, is ready to help us make our very own beautiful,
shimmering dragonfly craft! Hands-on activities are some of the best ways for kids
to learn about something. Hands-on activities allow children to use their senses
while learning. The see, touch, and move real objects to complete tasks. This
means that science, nature, and more are amazingly brought to life! Children begin
to understand the meaning behind what they are doing.
Now, let’s gather up a few supplies and see if we can accomplish this fun
challenge…can we make a dragonfly craft as beautiful as the real thing?
This is such an awesome low mess kids craft! It’s super easy to make and it uses
really simple craft supplies!

Shimmering Dragonfly Craft!

Materials

1. 3 Chenille Stems
2. 11 Pony beads
3. 2 Googly eyes

(metallic - any color you wish)
(metallic – a color that blends with chenille stems)
(I used peel and stick. If you use eyes that are not peel and stick, you’ll
need glue.)

4. Scissors
5. Ruler

*When picking your colors, pick colors of chenille stems and pony beads that
complement each other and that represent the beautiful colors of the dragonfly! I
choose metallic chenille stems and pony beads so they would mimic the iridescent
colors of the dragonfly.

Procedure

1.

Gather all materials.

2. First, fold one of the chenille stems in half.

3. Next, thread 10 of the pony beads onto the folded chenille stem, saving one
pony bead to place on the other side of the wings. Leave a little less than
an inch of pipe cleaner showing at the folded end.

4.

Take one of the other chenille stems and cut about 2 inches off. You don’t
need the little piece. You’ll need the longer piece to make the smaller
wings.

5.

Then, take the longer chenille stem piece and cross over the ends by
about 1/2 inch to make a circle. Twist the ends over the pipe cleaner
circle so they are secure and somewhat hidden, and you have a chenille
stem circle shape.

6.

7.

Now, slide the body through the center of the circle.

Carefully twist the wings tightly on both sides of the body to hold them in
place. The smaller set of wings should be closer to the dragonfly’s tail.
Bend and shape the pipe cleaners so they are even and shaped like
wings, like in the photo below.

8. Take the last long pipe cleaner and form another circle to make the larger
wings. Twist it to make a circle and form it like wings…just like the small
circle and wings.

9.

Just as with the first set of wings, slide the body through the center of the
larger circle, then carefully twist the wings tightly on both sides of the body
to hold them in place. The smaller set of wings should be closer to the
dragonfly’s tail. Bend and shape the pipe cleaners so they are even and
shaped like wings, like in the photo below.

10. Slide the final pony bead onto the chenille stems so it is on the other side
of the wings. Push it down snugly next to the wings.

11.

Pinch the two loose ends of the dragonfly body together and carefully roll
them into a spiral to make the dragonfly’s head. Then shape the head
into a flat oval.

12. Finally, place googly eyes onto the head of the dragonfly. Use eyes that
look large on the head because the dragonfly’s eyes take up most of its
head. I used peel and stick eyes, so I just peeled off the backing and stuck
on the eyes. If you’re using regular eyes, use some glue to attach the eyes
to the head.

13. Now, you have a completed dragonfly! I curved the tail to make it look more
realistic. I had enough materials to make two, so I also made a glittering
gold one!

If you would like to take this one step further and learn more about these beautiful,
luminous dragonflies while reading a charming children’s book, here are some
terrific fiction books with beautiful artwork:

Dragonfly – (Imagine This!)
Are You a Dragonfly?
A Dragon in the Sky

by Aimee M. Bissonette

by Judy Allen
by Laurence Pringle

Eliza and the Dragonfly
The Day I Saw a Dragonfly

by Susie Caldwell Rinehart
by Heather Fitzpatrick

Puddles is excited for next month at Hagerman National Wildlife Refuge. Check out
the September newsletter for another fun craft!

